
United States have shown,  they  can be the cutting edge. >: 

of a troubled society. If their movements are marked by 
the impermanence of their educational experience, it is 1 

also true that the young,  by their self-definitions,  have 
shaped  “political  generations.”  (Nearly all the Stanford 
student leaders of the 1960s are ,now in “alternative voca- 
tions’,  which  permit  them to continue their  work for 
political change.) Kenneth Keniston and others ,have 

shovh that .the contradictions of our society have pro- 
duced large numbers of “committed” or “alienated” young 
people  who  come  together in many of our best univer- 
sities. As a result of the-l960s, .these universities are even 
more open to political  ‘thought and practice -than they 
were  in the 1950s. While the forms of involvemept  have 
responded to changing ,external conditions,  tlie  critical 
thrust seems fjrmly established. 

’ AFTER BUFFALO CREEK 

UREAUCRACIY OF .DISASTERS 
TOM NUGEWT I 

Perched  high on the  western flank of the  Appalachian 
Mountains, Buffalo Creek Hollow, W. Va., is a narrow, 
17-mile-long  valley where. 5,000 people  once  lived in a 
string of sixteen  coal-mining  settlements. At one minute 
past eight on the morning of, February 26, 1972, a 
massive,  coal-waste dam, operated by a New York COP- 
glomerate’s  coal-mining  subsidiary and located at the very 
top of the  hollow  suddenly  collapsed.  Within three hours, 
the  worst  flood in West  Virginia  history  killed 125 people, 
destroyed  almost 1,000 homes, ‘and caused at least $50 
million in proper’ty  damage. 

Today, more than ateen months after the break in 
the  dam,  the larger dimensions  of. the Buffalo  Creek 
tragedy are becoming apparent. The disaster no longer I 

produces  nationwide  headlines,  since its most  visible  ef- 
fects-the dramatic deaths and the catastrophic property 
losses-were long ago , reported. ,Gradually, however, 
many of the  flood  victims  have begun to realize that 
the’worst part of the disaster  actually  came in the  weeks 
and  months  which‘  followed the dam’s  collapse. 

Most of the  flood  ,victims were uprooted from  the land 
on which  they had- lived for generations, and resettled1 
among  strangers, in rows of identical,  government  trail- 
ers.  Many of them began to develop  psychological prob- 
lems, irrational phobias, and guilts  which  psychologists 
say are directly traceable to the killer flood. Some of the 
survivors say they  have been fofced to  haggle,  endlessly 
and  infuriatingly,  with  tight-fisted  coal  company  adjusters 
who refuse to ‘make  fair payment for property losses. 

Creek’s former inhabitants have  been ,required to sit in 
their  temporary  trailers,  helplessly  idle,  while a whole 
portfolio of ambitious,  elegantly  drawn  government  plans 
to rebuild I their  valley  first faltered, then staLled, then 
virtually  died  in a snarl of red  tape. After more than , 

a year of optimistic  press  releases,  citizens’  meetings and 
government  pledges to “Turn Buffalo  Creek into a ’  model , 

community’: had produced  nothing concrete, U.S. Sen. 

Worst of all,  perhaps,  the  vast  majority of Buffalo , 

Tom Nugenr worked on the Detroit Free Press and rhe , 
Charlotte, Observer. His Death at Buffalo Creek will be pub- 
lished by W .  W .  Norton on July 16. 
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Jennings Randolph declared on April 10 that ‘fAssistance 
and ,aid from the federal government . . - have, in my 
judgment, ,deteriorated to the extent that the lack of , 

progress in the rebuilding  effort  is a disaster itself.” 
Equally  critical; area Rep. Ken Hechler has, persuaded 
the Governinent Accounting Office to investigate the , 
mess. 

What happens to a place like Buffalo  Creek after the 
dead  have been buiied, the  wreckage has been carted 
away and ’the  newsmen  have  moved ~d to the next 
story? Many of the  problems  which  developed after the 
West  Virginia  flood  were  inevitable;  they could be  ex- 
pected in the  wake of any  large-scale  disaster. Others 
were  directly  related to the - politics of the Nixon Ad- 
ministration, with  its  insistence on tight, centralized con- 
trol of government functions and its emphasis on vote- 
getting  public relations rather than performance. Finally, 
a large. share of th: difficulties  has  arisen  because  many 
federal assistance  programs,  while  reasonably  effective in 
a short-term, emergency situation, are inadequate when 
it comes to rebuilding a disaster area. 

“Those people. on Buffalo Creek have  been  getting 
screwed all their lives,” says a top official at the West 
Virginia  Statehouse, “and they’re  still  getting  screwed 
today.  We’re  trying to change  that-but’ it ‘isn’t as easy 
as it looks.”  Whatever  the  .causes, ,it seems clear that 
the Buffalo Creek disaster has not yet  ended, and that 
it’s not likely to end in  the near future. 

Three different  government  agencies  investigated 
the disaster. They laid the  responsibility for the  flood 
squarely on the  shoulders of Buffalo  Mining,  and on its 
corporate parent, Pittston. They  concluded that the de- 
fective dam had been built, in violation of several  laws, 
that its construction had  been  absurdly  unscientific, and 
that the coal companies  had  shown  “flagrant  disregard 
for the safety of residents of Buffalo Creek” 

And that, ’ basically,  was  where the matter ended. 
Buffalp  Mining  drew a .  $25 h e  for breaking a U.S. 
Bureau of Mines  regulation, and a mild  scolding from 
the U.S. Department of the hiterior. (Thruston Morton, 
who sits on the Pittston board of directors, is the brother 
of Rogers C. B. ‘Morton, Secretary of the Interior.) Sev- 
eral Buffalo  Mining  officials  were  required to answer 
questions before a Logan  County  grand  jury, but emerged 
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unscathed’when the jury failed to return any  indictments. 
Months later, several attorneys ,who had  worked on settle- 
ments  with  Buffalo  Mining  predicted that the company, 
would be able to pay off all of its  claims  with insurance 
money, and that the company’s  assets  would not  be 
touched. There seems little reason to dispute them: 
Buffalo  Mining  has been back in operation for months; 
the coal mines  around  Buffalo  Creek are booming  again.. 
The big  difference  between now and then  can be seen in 
the’  valley where the people  used to live.  It’s  mostly 
deserted now, barren ground. 

First reactions to the flood were  impressive.  By noon 
on the 26th of February, i t  was  obvious that a major I 

disaster had occurred in Buffalo  Creek  Hollow.  By then 
the first  dozen  bodies  had  been  recovered, and,  the Logan 
County  sheriff‘s  deputies  were  phoning  in ’ incredible 
reports of property damage:  houses  stacked 40 feet high, 
bridges  washed out,’ whole  sections -of railroad track 
twisted like’ spaghetti. 

The Governor was  notified. He ‘immediately  declared 
Buffalo ,Greek a disaster ,area, and ordered 300 National 
Guardsmen to the scene. President Nixon, then in ‘the 
middle of his’ China trip, was reached at,. Shanghai the 
following  morning. He also  placed Buffalo Creek in the 
disaster category and pledged,  full support for Gov. Arch 
Moore’s  assistance effort. §oon thereafter, the Office of 
Emergency Preparedness ( OEP) ’ authorized $20 million 
for emergency  relief,  and  the U.S. Army Corps of En- 
gineers  arrived to ‘direct the removal of debris. In this 
short-term,  critical situation, the various ’ government 
agencies .and volunteer  groups on the scene performed 
superbly : 

BWithin a few weeks,  the  Corps of Engineers  removed 
300,000. cubic  yards of flood  debris, graded and seeded 
the devastated areas,  and prepared 599 mobile  homesites 
for refugees. . ’  

fWithin sixty  days,  the  Department of Housing ana 
Urban Development (HUD) placed 600 homeless ,fami- 
lies in thirteen rent-free trailer parks. Temporary water 
and  sewer  facilities  were  installed ‘from scratch. 

fThe U.S., Department ‘of Transportation, in coopera; 
tion with the, West  Virginla Department’ of Highways, 
quickly installed temporary bridges  and  patched the 
road along  Buffalo  Creek,  thus  opening the’ stricken 
valley to traffic. , ,  

VThe American  Red  Cross spent $8 million in direct 
assistance tb 1,336 families and in running four’ mass- 
care shelters for 1,500 people.  They ’ ais0 fed’ lZi0O0 
disaster victims and workers  and  processed more than 
1,000 f l ~ d  inquiries. - ‘ I  

foperading from seven  mobile  canteen  sites, the, Salva- 
tion Army served 200,000 free  meals. 

All in all, an estimated 2,000 federal, state and 
volunteer  workers  joined  forces to pull Buffalo ~CreeL 
out of .  the mud. By late spring, all of the debris’ had 
been  removed, the valley  had  grown a new  ‘grass  cover, 
and Buffalo Creek was  ready for rebuilding. “I have t o h  

admire this country,” s&d a South African mining ’en-‘ 
gineer,  as  he  assessed the rescue effort: “*e way ‘they 
got that place cleaned up, got everybody in trailers, put 
in  water and sewer, and all  within a few  weeks. I see 
what  they “mean about American know-how-if that 
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flood  had taken place  somewhere in Europe, those  people 
who lost their homes  would still be without a place 
to live.” 

While the cleanup continued and the Buffalo, Creek 
families  were  settling into their trailers,  Governor Moore 
announced that his administration-working  closely  with 
the federal government-was preparing an ambitious set: 
,of plans to make Buffalo  Creek “a ’ beautiful  place  to 
live.” A few months later, when the Governor  released 
the plans,  they  caused a storm of controversy. A few 
months after that, when  West  Virginia  tried  to  implement 
them,  they  caused a scandal. 

“The trouble  with  Bill  Pelle,”  said a West Virginia 
HUD official  on  May 15, “is that .he spent most of his 
time  sitting  up in ChAleston. When ‘you read that plan , 

he wrote,  you  have ,to wonder if the guy even  visited 
Buffalo Creek.” The HUD man was  referring to William 
J. Pelle, dr., who, as the impressively  titled “Federal 
Regional ‘Council Coordinator for Buffalo  Valley  Rede- 
velopment,” prepared the master plan to rebuild Buffalo 
Creek.  Pelle’s plan, a’ 11 1-page.book crammed with ,charts 
and  diagrams,  was  ambitious in the  extreme., 

It called for a new, expanded, $11, miulon highway, 
a mass  transit  system, new schools, two industrial parks, 
a manpower  training center,. recreation facilities, mini- , 
parks, a housing  project for the  elderly, a community 
‘center and three modern  housing  clusters, or ‘‘nodes? to 
be placed in open spaces  along the valley. (“It was 
unbelievable,” says ‘another HUD official  who  +died 
the plan. ‘‘I mean,  at one point  people  were  saying that 
Pelle wanted to put in a sky-lift  from Man to ’ Bolt 
Mountain  and  bring in busloads of show!”) 

,Pelle’s  plan  made  fascinating  reading. Uafortunately, 
as  officials at both the state and federal level later 
pointed  out, it was almost  impossible to implement. For 
one  thing, the citizens of Buffalo Creek had  little interest 
in, moving into “nodes.” In fact, few of them  had the’ 
vaguest  idea“of what a node was, but as soon as they 
found out they  began  to:  scream. They, did not want to 
h e  in cluster  housing;  they  wanted to return to their 
land and  build  again. ’ . 8 , ,  

Cluster  housing  was  impossible  to  build, adyway, since 
the state had no way to coordinate the various  financing 
arrangements, y building  specificatiofis ‘and private  time- 
tables  which  several hundred different  residents  would 
need. ’ 

, ,,Many of the other elements  in the plan, according ’ 

to,’the state officials  who  worked  with  Pelle to prepare 
it:  were  conceived  with  only the sketchiest attention to 
details like financing,  feasibility,’  and the wishes of the 
flood  victims. “If you  want  my  opinion,”’  says ‘Jay Mor- 
rison, a planner in the West  Virginia Office of Federal- 
State Relations, ‘‘Pelle’s’, job is just to go around  writing 
plans. He left here  as soon ,as this one was  finished. 
Moved on ‘ to  the next  disaster, I guess.  ‘Anyway,  we 
wound up taking  all the abuse.” 

i To understand how the Buffalo  Creek  master plan 
developed,’  one  must trace the  chain of command  which 
the federal govtirnment  employs,  during  disaster  relief. 
Briefly  stated;  what  happens is that the governor,  after 

< . ,  
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the Phase I cleanup has been  completed,  sends the White 
House a~ request for further assistance. The White  House 
forwards  the  request to the Office of Management and 
Budget (OMB). OMB passes it to the Federal Regional 
Council (FRC), which  serves  as a coordinating arm for 
the  dozen agencies-HUD, Labor, HEW, OEO ’and 
others-that will be participating in the long-term  dis- 
aster  program. 

Then the FRC sends a liaison  man to work  with the 
state government in preparing a redevelopment  plan. 
Since it was loiated in FRC Region 3, Buffalo  Creek 
drew  William  Pelle of the Philadelphia  headquarters. 
The trouble  with that, according to most of the people 
who  were  involved,  was that Pelle, a high-level,  Phila- 
delphia-based  executive,  knew little about West  Virginia, 
and less about Buffalo  Creek.  “l’m  afraid it was a bad 
case of ivory-tower  planning,”  says  Morrison,  who  has 
since  drastically  altered  the  plan. “The Federal Regional 
Council failed to  pay  enough attention to citizen  par- 
ticipation. As a result,  everything  had to be changed.” 

Meanwhile,  another  crucial  probleni  developed; it was 
equally  symptomatic of the-bureaucratic.tangle into which 
Buffalo  Creek  has  fallen.  Morrison  and  his  state  people 
were  eager to begin  sllbmitting grant applications to the 
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various  agencies which  would provide the money for 
water,  sewer,  housing and highway construction.  Most of 
the  involved  agencies  insisted on, seeing  design and en- 
gineering  specification?  before  they  would  approve fund- 
ing. The U.S. Army Corps of- Engineers-which had 
been  designated to  provide the  specifications-insisted 
that, West Virginia pay for them in ddvance.  Arguing 
that the  cost of the  specifications  could not be  de- 
termined in advance, and that its  accounting  system pro- 
hibited such payments, the state refused.  The  two  sides 
negotiated through, the summer and fall of 1972, while 
the  applications sat on Morrison’s  desk. 

Meanwhile, its vision  focused  sharply, on’ the November 
election (Moore was in a,  tight  race  with  Democratic 
challenger Jay Rockefeller), the Governor’s office kept 
up a flood of optimistic  press  releases  which  asserted 
that the rebuilding  was  right on ’ ,schedule. A few days 
before the election, the Governor’s  public  relations  cam- 
paign  reache,d  its  climax. At a carefully  staged  ground- 
breaking  ceremony on Buffalo  Creek, Moore announced 
.that actual construction w’as .under way. The ceremony 
-which was’supposed to mark the start of a new,  valley- 
wide  water  system-was pure showmanship.  Morrison 
admits that most of, the  mopey for, the  project  had not 
yet  been  approved; that the contractor had not yet , 

signed a contract” for the job, and that the state had . 
‘not even  obtained  title to the land on which the work 
was to. be done. 

But ’ the showmanship  .was  effective, aad Moore de- 
feated Rockefeller  handily in the  election. A few  days , 

later, digging on the water project stopped, the con-~ 
tractor went  back to his other  jobs,  and  the  redevelop- 
ment  plans  came to a halt-not to be  resumed until the 
following spring. ‘ 1  . ,  

After  President Nixon’s  re-election,  other  problems 
emerged. Intent on reorganizing  his  Administration,  the 
President  asked  resignations from most of the high-level - 
staff in the  agencies. The uncertainty  which  followed 
further slowed  :the  decisions at Buffalo Creek. Later, an 
economymhded Nixon  canceled  several  funding pro- 
grams and impounged  the  money. for others, so, that the 
Buffalo, Creek projects  .were  once  again  in doubt, 

Finaqy, Jay Morrison ‘realized that if Buffalo Creek 
were  going to be rebuilt, the state of West  Virginia 
would  have to provide  the  impetus. ‘‘I announced that 
we were  going ,to .start giving  these  projects to the people 
who could  handle  them,” he ,says. “We  decided to  turn 
the ;housing  over to the BEHC [the’ Builders’  Emergency , .  

Housing Corporation, a spin-off of the ,West Virginia 
Home Builders’  Association]. We decided to turn the 
water ,and! sewer  over to tEe #Buffalo  Creek  Public  Serv- 
ice District [the local utility  commission]. And we decided 
to let the  Highway Department worry  about the road. It 
was  getting  late,.  and we  had to get  moving.” 

Angered  by  the continuing delays,  Buffalo  Creek  resi-r 
dents  began  ignoring the government ban on moving  back 
into‘ the valley.  By, ,late spring, idozens ,of families’ had 
returned to ‘the hollow.. Some of them  arrived  in  newly 
purchased trailers;-,others began  building new’ homes., Ig- 
noring  goyernment  advice,  many of them  have  moved 
into the -planned, 150-foot right-of-way for the highway 
“which means that, sooner  or  ,later, their’ houses will 
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have to come  down  once  again. Other residents, still 
sitting in their, temporary  trailers,  fume  over  the  delays. 

’ Government officials in both  Charleston and Wash- 
ington agree on one point in the” wake of the Buffalo 

, ,  .Creek  mess: there is a need for long-term  programs 
specifically  designed  to  rebuild  disaster areas. 

“The federal government just isn’t set ‘up to develop 
disaster areas,”  says planner Morrison. “The standard 

I programs are so complicated, take so long, that they’re 
almost useless in a situation like this. I think everybody 
who’s ,worked on  this  project  agrees‘ that we’ve got to 
have some new legislation.” 

As Morrison says,  the  pedple who ‘lived on Buffalo 

Creek and who suffered  through  the  flood of 1972 have 
grown  accustomed to “getting  screwed,” but they  don’t 
like it. “You can only hold  back so long,”  growls Leroy 
Lambert,  a  stocky,  one-legged coal miner who escaped 
the flood with  his  family  at Three Forks. “People  get 
tired.  They  get  tired of listening  to  promise  after  promise. 
They  get  tired of driving  up and down Buffalo  Creek 
Hollow, week after week,  and  seeing that nothing’s been 
done.” 

They’re, tired on Buffalo Creek  these  days, but it 
doesn’t  seem to matter much.  Because, as Leroy ‘Lam- - 
bert and the thousands of other people  who  once  lived 
in the  winding  hollow  know  perfectly well, there’s really 
nothing  they  can do about it. 0 

, (  
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length manuscript that I now, in our secret-telling climate, 
hope to get published. Ignorance ,of ,this unpublicized as- 
pect is;I *think, responsible for the fact that Sara Sanborh’s 
review of Louis Nizer’s The Implosion Conspiracy (‘The , 

Nation, May 7) does not adequately convey the dishonest 
quality of the book. 

One, glaring evidence of the dishonesty is  Nizer’s  decep- 
tive calculation that the case was examined by 112 judges; 
the actual number, which includes the nine of the Supreme 
Court and four of the U.S. CouIt of Appeals, ‘was fifteen. . 
Another . . . is his resort to outright’ falsification of the 
trial testimony, his invention of prejudicial dialogue in- 
serted to look as if it came straight from  the transcript. 
But what most disgusted  me  was his account of the beauti- 
fully harmonious relations between Bloch and my attorneys 
immediately before and after ‘the issuance of the stay. . . . 
His flamboyant description of how Fyke Farmer, on hear- 
<ing the ‘news, “jumped several feet into  the air, shaking his 
fist like a cheerleader,” and of their subsequent festive ’ 
celebration, with chrimpagne freely flowing , . , is shame- 
lessly invented and offered to the reader as fact. 

,,, . . . Nizer saw ‘fit to-look away from facts of record that 
don’t at  ,all  ,square, with such, harmony and celebration: 
for instance, that.the petitlon. on  which. the ,stay was granted 
opened with the  charge’,,that Bloch refused to raise legal 
poidts adequate f?r saving .tbe’.Rqsenbergs; .that  three days 
before the’ stay, when’ the petition was submitted, to Judge I 

Kaufman; Bloch told the judge by telegram that. he wanted 
no part of ‘it; and that four days later, in the hastily called, 
Supreme Court special session which canceled the stay, 
Bloch  said that  he was endorsing’ not the 12-point petition ’ 
as a whole but”on1y the one point in it on which the stay 
was based., I / ,  . ,  > I ’  ’ 

studded his \jooK .with important omissions. He found  room 
for an innocuous excerpt from  a, letter to Judge Kaufman 
by’ Dr. Harold Urey, but found,no room for Urey’s sub- 
sequent letter to Presiderkt Eisenhower opening  with, “The 
case against‘ the Rosenbergs outrages‘ ,logic and justice.” 

charge that  Kaufman was  guilty of more  than’ 10-0 Instances 
of judicial misconduct in the trial, and no room for the ’ 
U.S. Court of Appeals note that prosecutor Irving Saypol’s 
conduct ab a, key point of the  trial was  “wholly repre- 
hensible.” Indeed, Nizer’s heavy build-up of  Bloch’s  dedica- 

, tion points to awareness that in the  light of the publicized 
thar,ges of’ judicial misconduct the long-fostered myth ,of a 
dedicated defender is a badly  needed  fig  leaf for the cover-up 
of a leghlly’ Sanctioned murder. . . . 

..Aside’ from 3 ’  these acts of comgisslon, Nizer, carefully . 

’ - He :found no room’ for Prof.  ‘Stephen ‘Love’s publicized 1 

~, 

Nixon’s  persistence in support of the’ corrupt and in- ! 
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, ,  competent Lon ~ 0 1  regijne seems calculated to  place on 
,his opponents in and out of Congress the onus for defeat’ 
and thus pave the way for use  of the “stab-in-the-back” 
theme in trying to extricate himself from the Watergate 
downpour threatening to engulf hlm. In this ’context genu- 
me. national security calls for a nonfraudulent review OE 
both the Rosenberg case  and the case of Alger HISS com- 
mendably taken up in The Nation’ of May 28. In both of 
these cases-as in Watergate and Vietnam-there  was  high- 
est  level criminal concealment of the truth  that in the  in- 
terest of peace, freedom and lustice must be ,brought to 

I , light. . . . Irwin Edelman 

what demoerarccy ‘is all, about 
1 ,  

North Bend. Ore. 
# ,  DEAR SIRS: “During a Presidential campaign,”  says my 

good friend, “citizens should get out and support the candi- 
date o f ,  their choice.  But  when the electlon , IS over, ‘it is ’ 

I their duty and responsibility to knock off the protests and 
get behind the President. That iS what government by the 

’ , I have discovered that a ,  great ,many people share my 
, , friend% opinion; an ‘opinion whslch, I believe,.  raises some ’ 

interesting questions. Article 11, Section I:?, of the U. S.  
Constitution requires the President to take an oath that he 
will “to  the best of my ability, preserve, protect and defend 

, the Constitution of the United States.” Article 11, Section 
4 states: “The President, Wee-Presdent and all ciwl Officers 
of the United States, shall be removed from Office on Im- 

, peachment for, and Conviction, of Treason, 1 Bribery, and 
other high .crimes# and Misdemeanors.” If the President of 

.. the United States is above criticism or beyond reproach, 
‘,#why  ,did our founding fathers deem it necessary, for him 

, to take< an oath of  office? ~ ’. . If the founding fathers be 
lieved that public-officials could always be trusted why  did 
they  provide for their removal from’  oEcq in .case they 
vrolated that trust? ‘ 

’ It states in the Declaration of Independenbe “that all 
men are created equal . . . .wth certain inalienable rights. 

amoqg men, deriving their just powers from the consent 
of-the governed. . . .” A government that does not secure 

I , the ,inalienable rights of its citizens, rnmority, and majority 
, alike, cannot be  a democraticv government; even if 100 per , 

cent of the people support the President. If the only thing 
, that mattered was a “mandate” ‘from the majtirity, therf 

’ the governments of Hitler, ‘Massolini, Mao Tse-tung, Fidel 
Castro and George 111 ‘might be’ termed’ democratic. 

, ,  . Harold Bock 

, majority is all about.” 1 

, ’  . , . That to secure these rights, governments, are instituted 
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